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11-27-15 ---Thanksgiving Holiday weekend…not supposed to trade, but observing this “Harmonic event” 

in process…we will see…”The plot thickens”……we’re making notes on the charts and learning…realizing 

that since we are working with completed patterns, that measuring and enjoying the process of things is 

great…like John Coltrane would playin’ his horn…we’ll learn about how our .382 target “set n forget” 

works as we go….remember lots of Folks target the .618, so, this is a valid trade of 1:1 risk/reward, we 

are just targeting the .382 

 

EURCHF 

 

 

 Next page has the Crab harmonic pattern ratio alignments, but price “Broke and closed” 

above where stabilization was to be, so no trade…(Heartbeats have harmonic patterns too ) 
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 The chart above is one that we measured, but price has not stablilized…rule is no trading too 

near Thanksgiving anyway…should not have tried this one, as price “Broke and Closed” the level, and is 

not “Stabilized” at the level…so lesson is…no trading near the Holiday, and if price has not 

stabilized…Folks would say…”Yup, well, yes, that’s the rule”…”knock knock”…”We know, just havin’ fun 

 

Here’s a great “Don’t trade the Holiday time, but what can we learn as Grasshoppers” lesson… 

AUDNZD 
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We notice a good lesson below about how RSI was not in the “trade trigger zone”…easy to trick 

ourselves into a trade…”making excuses”…ha…ha…we’re human funny bones…much love… 

 

 

 

Here’s a miraculous USDJPY Gartley XA retrace is .618 and C point is .50, which implied a BC extension of 

2.0 (according to Harmonic guidelines of .50 C point transferring power into a 2.0 BC extension into a D 

completion)….show nuff price did it’s thang….incredible stuff…price really rallied too…great risk reward 

on this one…Awesome…  
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Here’s a cool Crab Pattern with notes: Took a while to measure the ratio alignments…figured it’s best to 

measure the D Completion and backwards from there…. 

NZDCHF 15 minute….there’s a lot of 15 minute patterns all the time Folks….Farrrrr out Man…!  

 

Since we were talking about C point (AB retrace) and the price movement BC extension power….Here 

are the “Harmonic Guidelines” to look for…harmonic patterns ”occur with remarkable consistency”…as 

Prechter says about wave 3 behavior…”A wonder to behold”  

 

So, once we have a C point….try the BC Fibonacci extension, and see if price stabilizes there  

(Measure C to B and back to C) 

 

C point          BC Projection 

.382 2.24 and 2.618 

.50 2.0 

.618 1.618 

.707 1.414 

.786 1.27 

.886 1.13 
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Cool…so, enjoy the joy of your peace….take care from Mother/Father Owl Collective this morning Bub  

 

“For the Scripts and Raps”…side note thoughts…Our Charts and Flowz are one experience often, which is 

why someday in a couple years when we put together an online class, it will be minimal 

correspondence, because no many people want to  hear all the Airspace stuff…1love…peace 

Matthew 10:13 “If they don’t receive your peace, let it return to you”…and this morning, we were 

blessed to be reminded about 2nd Corinthians 10:17 “If we boast of anything, boast of the Lord”…and it 

dawned upon us…”Oh, right…Brotha 17...”…just like K is a gift from God that brings us back to 

Family…BrothaGod17…2 scriptures “Juncture scriptures”… to get us re-oriented…God help us  We’ll 

love this one through Guys….cool…1love…peace 

 

This just in… 

EURCHF trade worked…God the Glory… 

 

 

 

Cool…so, nice n easy…try to stay loving to yourself and others and stay clear of the 

negative…1People…1peace…Harmonic Ministries…”Love is in the Air”…peace 


